
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a group product director. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for group product director

Being the primary US marketing point for the interactions on commercial
activities, per the deal agreement and governance structure
Market assessment, market development, product positioning, launch
strategy, and launch execution, including tactics to support go-to-market
strategies in the U.S
Managing a team of direct reports and must develop, retain, and motivate
this team of Marketing professionals in a fast-paced launch environment
Recruiting talent and training new marketing team members
Incorporating companion diagnostic plans and considerations into the launch
preparedness planning and execution
Collaborating closely with other functional area leads, including cross
functional partners in US New Business Development, Global Marketing,
Medical Affairs, Clinical/R&D, HECOR, Commercial Excellence, Strategic
Customer Group, Quality, Finance, Supply Chain, Communications, Sales
Learning & Development, Sales Leadership and cross-prostate and oncology
franchise marketing to develop plans and tactics for the U.S. business
Partnering with market research to establish key insights for brand and PARP
inhibitor market
Partnering with Oncology market access marketing, Medical Affairs, HECOR
and Quality teams on the development of the value proposition
Leading the day-to-day agency relationship and will partner with legal,
medical, regulatory & HCC to obtain approval of marketing materials
Along with colleagues across the organization, ensuring compliant execution
and delivery of forecast goals and business objectives for the prostate
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Qualifications for group product director

Excellent change management skills, comfortable with ambiguity and
constant change, yet able to set priorities and execute on commitments w/
laser focus
Demonstrated ability to adapt quickly and be effective in new situations a
highly dynamic environment
Ability to communicate effectively at all levels of the organization,
prepare/present high impact business cases/analyses/recommendations
7 to 10 years of pension experience and / or life insurance experience
Strong knowledge of AXIS software and Datalink software is a definitive asset
Enable the sales organization to close new business by developing and
negotiating customer requirements


